Henderson Trucking Announces 2020 Drivers of the Year

CASEYVILLE, IL, March 1, 2021 – Earl L. Henderson Trucking, Caseyville, IL, is pleased to announce
our 2020 Drivers of the Year!
Karl Bowman is our 2020 Independent Contractor of the Year in the Van Fleet. Karl’s Fleet
Manager is Alex Lopez, who had this to say, “Karl Bowman has been with Henderson Trucking for
over four years now. He plans his loads out with dispatch, and he knows how to get the most out of
his hours-of-service to gain miles and deliver loads on time. Karl is a great example for all drivers,
with his dedication to safe driving and his excellent level of service!”
Robert Shampine is our 2020 Independent Contractor of the Year in the Refrigerated Fleet.
Chelsea Clark is Robert’s Fleet Manager. Chelsea said, “I have had the pleasure of working with
Robert over the last 3.5 years. He is a true professional; committed to safety and on time service
to customers. We can always count on Robert to help when asked. Robert always communicates
effectively with dispatch to relay any issues or information necessary.”
Scott Brown is our 2020 Company Driver of the Year. Scott’s Fleet Manager is Gail Speiser,
who had this to say, “Scott has been with Henderson Trucking over 6 years now. He is a very hard
worker and takes his job very seriously. He is always looking ahead at his load information, routing
himself accordingly, and plotting his course to make on-time deliveries. You couldn’t ask for a
better person to represent Henderson Trucking!”
Congratulations Gentlemen! These highly esteemed awards are only earned with a tremendous
amount of focus, attention to safety, attention to details and impeccable work ethic. The Driver
Ranking criteria looks at the categories of Safety, Customer Service, Availability, Accident-Free
Miles, proper Documentation, D.O.T. Inspections, Safety Training and Fuel Efficiency. To rank #1 in
their fleet, they must perform perfectly in each category!
Karl, Robert and Scott will be honored at an awards banquet later this spring.

